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Abstract—This paper presents a power supply used in
switching DC / DC converter new current sampling circuit, the
main power drop by detecting switch series inductor current is
sampled on to replace traditional detection sampling resistor
voltage power on the bus on the drop method.Methods
currently required less resistance, more efficient, low power
consumption; and the drop of the inductor current changes in
higher sensitivity, so better to improve the current sampling
accuracy.
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The software ADINA is the product of the American
company of ADINA, it is a large numeric calculational
system based on the finite element method. It computes the
engineering problems that various structure, fluid, the
temperature field and several field coupling by solving
various physical basic controlling equation. This paper
recurs to the Pro/E and ADINA, making use of the
parameterization design and numerical simulation, have
researched siphonic bedpan’s best structure of flow channel.

I. INTRODUCTION

In switching power DC/DC converter design, usually as
a voltage feedback or current feedback control loop, current
feedback loop is usually used as the inner ring, the basic
stability of the whole system. Current loop principle is to
detect the current through the switch, control switch is
turned off, so as to maintain a stable output voltage. The
sampling switch current in many ways, the power switch is
usually a resistor in series with the sampling, the sampling
resistor voltage drop is detected, so that the current sampling
switch on. Focus of this design is to detect the power switch
series inductance drop to sample the power tube current.
For DC/DC converters, mainly consists of power switch,

freewheeling diodes, capacitors and feeling like point. Power
switch in series with the inductor current has the same, so
you can pass on the series inductor current sensing switch
current reactive power, and to provide a basis for the power
switch-off.

II. HARDWARE DESIGN

This article briefly describes the principles of traditional
sampling circuit, then the voltage drop across the inductor
details of current sampling methods to detect new series on
the power switch.

A. Conventional current sampling circuit

Figure 1. Sampling circuit simulation map

Conventional current sampling circuit diagram shown in
Figure 1. The main function of the circuit through the
sampling resistor R1 voltage variation on the bus and the
external circuit through 2N3810 reflected.In the picture
above is the sampling resistor R1, 2N3810 for the tube, R2 =
R3, R4 = R5, R6 upper end of the current sampling output
side, when the current increases power, current and voltage
are larger on R1, R3 on current smaller, the R2 current larger,
nearby tube 2N3810 current I1 = I2 = I3 = I4, then:

2RI = 3RI + 2Q cI
So with the current big change on R2 also increases, the

output voltage will be larger.
The relationship between the input and output voltage is:

2U =

6

2

R
R � 1U 1U = 1R � 1I (1)

As the power current increases, the sampling resistor on
the bus power consumption will gradually become larger, in
the case of high currents, this current sampling circuit will
introduce large losses.
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B. The new inductor current sampling circuit
Traditional circuit has the disadvantages that loss

increased because of the sampling resistor exists .In this
paper circuit uses the advanced design ideas, effectively
avoid the defect, taking into account the inductance DC / DC
circuits essential device switch by measuring the voltage
across the inductor in series, effectively avoid the
introduction of alien resistance leads to increased losses.

Figure 2. The new sampling circuit schematics

As shown in the schematic novel sampling circuit 2.In
the figure 2, M3 ~ M5 and R1, C1 together constitute the
sampling circuit, Vin is the power supply voltage, M1 main
switch, M2 is the sampling switch, Ibias bias current signal,
P_DRIVE drive signal for the switch, SW to access the
series inductance of the access point switch, namely the
detection point, this point voltage is the power switch on the
voltage across the inductor in series; IS for the inductor
current sampling output signal. Principle of novel sampling
circuit utilizing a current rate of change is proportional to the
voltage across the inductor to achieve both ends, namely

L
L

dIL V
dt

�
(2)

In the buck DC / DC converter circuit, SW detection

points followed by the inductor get the output voltage Vo,
the output voltage is very undecided, Vo approximately
constant value. When opening MOSFET, inductor current
increasing the voltage across the inductor can be expressed
as:

L SW OV V V� !
(3)

As can be seen from the above formula, VSM and the
inductor voltage is linear, a VSM can reflect changes in
inductor current.

In boost or buck-boost DC/DC converter, SW

detection point directly to ground through the inductor, so
when the switch is turned on, the detected voltage SW point

of inductor voltage, can react directly change the inductor
current.
To sum up the above two cases, the switching power

DC/DC converter, the series inductance of contact voltage
Vsm reaction can change the amount of the inductor current,
thus reflecting the current changes in the power switch.
According to the principle diagram, when the switch

drive signal P_DRIVE high voltage, M1, M2 is turned off,
the sampling circuit is in equilibrium, IS is zero.When
P_DRIVE is low voltage, M1, M2 is turned on, the inductor
current IL flowing through the main switch, the i-th switch
on-resistance we set RES (ON) MPi, the main switch of the
drop was:

1 1( )ON in L MPSMV V I RES ONV� ! � �
(4)

SW voltage detection points as follows:

1 1( )SM in ON in L MPV V V V I RES ON� ! � ! �
(5)

Sampling circuit M5 gate voltage is:

24MP

1MPBLASSM5G

RONRES

ONRES*IVV

  
!�

(6)

Source voltage of M5 is:

5 1( )S in BIAS SV V I I R� !  �
(7)

1MP

L1s12MP

2MPBLASG55S5SG

ONRES*

IR*I-RRONRES

ONRES*IV-VV

4
 !  

��
(8)

M5 tube according to the sampling circuit between the
source-gate voltage current relationship:

2

0 5 5

5

0.5 ( )S p SG TH
WI u C V V
L

∀ %� !# &∃ ∋ (9)
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(10)
By Equation (8) and (10) can be drawn
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(11)

We can see from the equation, the greater when IL, IS
the greater, IL smaller, IS smaller proportional relationship
between the two, so that sampling current IS can reflect the
change of the inductor current IL. Meanwhile switch series
inductance voltage compared to the changing circumstances
of the inductor current to be sensitive to the sampling
resistor, so the sampling precision is higher.
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III. THE NEW INDUCTOR CURRENT SAMPLING CIRCUIT

SIMULATION

In order to verify the accurateness of the new sampling
circuit sampling accuracy,enter the sawtooth voltage into
power switch, and then look at the output voltage with the
original sawtooth voltage case and precision tracking
situation.The presence of voltage fluctuations 0.5mv in the
sawtooth voltage waveform ,reference voltage is 100mV,up
and down the 0.25mv,as shown in figure 3:

In case there is a slight input voltage changes, the output
voltage will appear a substantial voltage amplification,The
simulation results of the new sampling circuit output voltage
is as follows:
The theoretical value of output voltage should 5V

float,however, given the loss of the main switch and the
sampling switch itself, not theoretically zero,therefore, the
average output voltage will drop.The two figures into the
same graph as shown in Figure 5.
As can be seen from the chart,the circuit fully realized

amplified voltage signal,at the same time tracking the input
signal effectively ,realized the synchronization with the input
signal under the premise of voltage amplification.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper describes the current feedback loop sampling
current DC / DC switching power converter generating
circuit,and commonly used sampling methods and new
sampling methods are analyzed and compared.The text of
the current sampling circuit design required less resistance,
thereby reducing the power consumption and improve the
efficiency;Since the voltage drop across the inductor and
higher sensitivity change, thereby improving the accuracy of
sampling.Thus, the performance of the new sampling circuit
has been greatly improved over traditional methods, being
available to a reference for the sampling circuit .
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Figure 3. Sampling circuit input voltage waveform

Figure 4. Sampling circuit output voltage waveform

Figure 5. Sampling circuit input and output voltage comparators
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